
Earlier this week a hunting party in waste-
lands came across a seemingly abandoned
outpost. The structure appeared to be quite
technologically up to date but showed no
signs of life.

The party entered into the top lev-
els of the structure, were horrified at what

they found and made a hasty retreat. 
Apparently inside they found numerous
trails of blood all seemingly leading off down
a darkened ramp. Also there were signs of
some sort of struggle as many of the walls
showed scorch marks of either laser or plas-
ma weapon origin.

Upon returning to the city the group
immediately went to the NCPD who have
now launched a full investigation into the
mysterious site.

A recent NCPD reconnaissance
team that returned had apparently ventured
further into the structure, going quite deep
inside following the aforementioned trails of
blood.

Most of the lower levels are said to
be running on backup power or had the
power completely knocked out. One human
member of the team said “The whole place
was quite chilling and I certainly wouldn’t
have gone as far in as I did without the
bots”.

The trails apparently ended at a
large  fortified door, that was inpenetrable to
the equipment the bots were carrying. They
then returned, to regroup and re-equip.

Little is still known about the struc-

ture itself, such as who built it and why, who
was inhabiting it and what happened to
them. Some of these questions at least will
hopefully be answered once the lower door
is opened, but who knows what could be
lurking down there.

All attempts to access the main
computer network of the facility were in vain
as most of the higher level equipment had
been damaged in the supposed fire fight,
leaving the central core locked far below in
the lowest section of the building.

It is however thought to be some
sort of secret research facility, possibly fund-
ed by one of the larger corporations of the
city, as only they would have access to the
funds required to set up such a place.
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Circle of Life : Part 2
When you purchase a GeneRep it comes with a 1000 year
guarantee that all your implants, memories and clothes will
be restored to their exact state of your last encoding', is the
first thing that the body which is Sharon Jenkins thinks of
when she gets up off the floor in front of the GeneRep, the
second is 'What the hell is that god awful pile of dust at the
front door'. She ignores everything, the flashing message
light of the Hometerm, the beautiful wall hangings, the
leather couch and king sized bead of her excruciatingly
clean Via Rosso apartment and heads directly for the dust
by the door.

Staring with horror at the ungodly mess she is glad
she spent so much of her savings on the plasteel floor, as
an only child of a rich family her parents had died and she
got rich, fast, still she had to skim from her one and only
occasional employee Desi to pay for the floor and maintain
her lifestyle. It was worth it though because nothing gets
through plasteel, nothing. Her parents before they died
would call her an obsessive compulsive cleaner but she
would only ever say "Cleanliness is next to Godliness", the
dust was an offence to her soul. 

Heading to the kitchen to get her industrial
strength gloves and cleaning products she stopped in front
of the full length mirror to admire her GeneRep cleaned
form, with small breasts and very wide hips she wasn't the
image of the desirable female but that was going by the
unclean women who stripped in Pepper Park, she was a
clean woman of God and the most beautiful woman in
Neocron. She was always proud of her face, the high razor
sharp check bones that enhanced her gray lively eyes, and
the pert lips that turn upwards at the corner suggested
laughter just below the surface. She was happy with herself,
she didn't have any friends but she and her apartment were
clean.

"Oh no it
isn't" she yelped
and hurried to the
kitchen for the
supplies.

S h e
scoops the dust
very carefully into
a container, the
seller said it used
to contain nuclear
warheads and
that nothing was
going to get out of
it not one molecule of dirt for which she was grateful. She
laughs to herself because there is not a hint of a stain on the
floor, she loves that floor, back in the kitchen she screws the
container into the waste receptacle and leaves it there
where it belongs, she has modified it herself, the normal
ones don't have the enclosed screw function and the dirt
can just fly everywhere.

The door chimes and she wonders what Desi
wants, she knows it has to be him because he is the only
person who ever comes into her apartment. He has been
working for her on and off for ten years and just recently she
has started to have doubts about him. Her apartment was
slightly changed one day when see got back from buying
cleaning supplies and she could think of no one else who
would want to come to her apartment. She heads over to
the door and sees Desi on the view screen.

"Man…he’s Crashed again," she mum-
bles. "Come in Desi, how are you?" She says as
she opens the door.

Two of the applicants of the graffiti contest were
severely molested by the local factions of Pepper
Park. Some of the faction members spotted them and
concluded that molesting these poor people was the
best way to show everyone that no-one may breach
the boycott. During the week they were both attacked
around 5 times. Faction leaders responded coldly that

they have been mild on these two to set an example. It is pretty clear that
the local factions are taking this matter very seriously.

CONTEST INDUCED VIOLENCE

The City Administration has been
feeling the consequences of the
recent security
breaches into the cen-
tral mainframe. Many
citizens are now trying
to enter the mainframe
without authorization,
seemingly spurred on
by the success of the
previously reported
attempt, on what was
thought an unbreak-
able system. So far all attempts but
one have been noticed in an early

stage and the NCPD was notified.
In all cases CopBots could bust the

perpetrators and guide
them to prison. They
will be severely fined
because their actions
make it even harder for
the mainframe engi-
neers to detect the real
threat to our society,
the unknown hacker
who now has struck 2
times without City

Administration knowing about it!

HACKING ON THE RISE

CUT OUT THIS VOUCHER AND TAKE IT TO YOUR LOCAL BRANCH OF

‘ROCCOS SEAFOOD’ TO CLAIM YOUR FREE 3 COURSE MEAL*
Name:
Address:

(*offer open while chefs last and we’re still in business)

FREEMEAL OFFER!
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In a daring night time rescue, a unit from
the City Admin Armed Forces (CAAF)
released a kidnapped citizen from his
captors. The terrorists were hold up in a
Wasteland camp, quite some distance
from the city. The
unit, CAAF 1st
Infantry, under
leadership of com-
mander Zell
engaged the ter-
rorists in the cover
of darkness. They
stormed the
encampment and
swiftly took down
all resistance in a text book strike. The
civilian, a bartender with ties to suspect
criminal elements, was retrieved
unharmed. The squad was forced to pull
back as a large contingent of Warbots

zeroed in on their location. Apparently
the mechanized war-machines had
noticed the brief but intense fire-fight and
closed in on the area to finish of the sur-
vivors. When asked for a comment, com-

mander Zell
refused to com-
ment, but one of
his men, Hudson,
had this to say.
“Everything went
according to plan,
and the result was
as expected”. So,
yet again the
defenders of the

city put their foot down and showed the
terrorist elements who is in charge. We
thank the men of CAAF 1st Infantry for
their diligent service and enormous
courage in protecting us from the forces

NIGHT RAID FOR CAAF

BIOIMPLANT SCANDAL CONTINUES

Analysis of strange compounds found in
some of the concerned citizens showed
some sort of bio-polymor, consisting of recy-

cled chemicals and biological optimated
cells that reduce the repulsive rate to nearly
0.00 %. Both Bio-Chemistry & BioTech con-
cerns had reacted with their own investiga-
tions. The goal is to re-create the strange
hybrid-substance - which untill now has
shown no sign of success. The NCPD has
counted over 900 new cases of annoyance
by mail since the last 500 responces, but
lead them only to dead ends.  After a credit-
income-check on every low-level concerns-
men the prey was determined in at least 3
cases, and a name was given out by one
questioned - Burt Zemon. But as the NCPD
entered his place he was found dead, stran-
gulated. The appartment was nearly

untouched and no foreign DNA was found;
the only things damaged were the PC-
homestation and one hidden camera.
Examinations of the dead bodies left from
the shoot-by in the sewers lead into the
Waste`s - straight to the anarchy-breed liv-
ing outside the city . Rumours of a rebuilt
factory out there brought to us by a trade
caravan has already attracted bountykillers,
fortune-hunters and others stupid enough to
leave the safety of our streets. This morning
started the first track of them lead by some
volunteers from different concern-SWATs;
They are expected back in at least
a month.

Say hello to Suzy, one of Club Veroniques most
sought after dancers.

Suzy currently enjoys the high life living
in Via Rossa, and when not working, enjoys read-
ing classic literature and watching old movies.

So next time your passing Neocrons
hottest club be sure to pop in and say hello.

PAGE 3 HONEY
OF THE MONTH
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A Brief History of Neocron : Part 3
Within the years following the murder of Dr Karmann, rumours began
to circulate that the ceres project had been completed by the NSA, after
secret military and scientific information is added. Multiple agents of the
NSA were assigned to continuously attend and update the project which
was supposedly now relocated to a hermetically sealed and isolated lab-
oratory complex, where it would be safe in case of environmental acci-
dent or war. 

NASA's 6th mission to Mars in 2031 is deemed a complete suc-
cess when a previously unknown metal is found on the planet in consid-
erable amounts. Following further scientific investigation it is revealed
that this metal will not become radioactive, even after the long and inten-
sive influence of Neutrons, which result from the fusion of Tritons and
Deuterons.

Because of these findings it is suggested that the government
should double the subsidization of atomic fusion research, as the newly
discovered material would make the perfect sheathing for a fusion reac-
tor thus allowing the USA to create a completely new energy source
without the need for fossil fuels.

By 2046 the US had completed building, and its Martian colony
was made fully operational. The installation was used for scientific pur-
poses to a small extent, but its main function was the mining of the metal
found in 2031. By now the metal had held Deuterium-Tritium plasma sta-
ble over a sufficient amount of time, the commercial utilization of nuclear
fusion was close at hand. In 2050 the first d-t-fusion plants were taken
in to operation in the US and parts of Europe. Efforts of the western
world to use the newly won findings about nuclear fusion for weapons
research and the production of a plasma weapon yielded no useable
results. After the fossil fuels of Asia had been exhausted the continent
dropped in to poverty and chaos. Grim fights for the last oil reserves
rage between Russia, Japan and China.

In 2051 Japan became an ally of the US and was supplied by
the states with arms and reinforcements, meanwhile China subdued the
Russian splinter states and united them under the Chinese flag. By this
victory China became the most powerful nation of the world, with an
empire spanning from the Pacific Ocean to Poland. 

By 2052 China had began to re-establish communism in the
conquered countries. While the countries of Singapore, Thailand and
South Korea, which were neutral up to this point, became allies of
Japan, the remaining countries stayed loyal to the Chinese empire. Two
years later in 2054 the Arab Emirates sign an alliance with the empire
agreeing to supply them with oil if in return China will provide them with
military protection against the US.

Because of the Japanese arsenal of high tech weaponry, the
Chinese Empire failed to occupy Japan. This lead to the signing of a
non-aggression treaty between the two countries, the border
between them became highly guarded. At this point diplomat-
ic relations between the Empire and the west were virtually
non-existent.

Dear Cyclops,
I recently borrowed my brothers brand new hoverbike

to make a trip out to Tech Haven to pick up some parts to fix
my own bike. However on the way back I got pursued by some
warbots, which kept taking pot shots at me. I nearly made it
back, one of them finally got the bike. I was fortunatly thrown
clear, and made a run for the nearest NC entrance. When i
later returned for the bike it was a complete mess. How do i
explain to my brother that I wrecked his new bike?

Well your really in the shit here aren’t you, guess u
should have asked first, for starters. But really because of the
cause of the accident (and if you have an understanding broth-
er) he may forgive you, but of course you have to tell him.
Alternativly you could just keep quiet and suggest that some-
one nicked it?

Dear Cyclops
I have just visited the NC city sewer and took a par-

ticularly vicious bite from a large sewer rat, I fear I may be
dying, what should I do?

Well I’d have thought medical attention would be a
great place to start, other than that, seeing as you’ve not got
long to live, you could run around screaming a lot!

CYCLOPS
ADVICE COLUMN

CITY FINES RAISED
In reaction to the raised stakes in the illegal bike races, the
City Administration has decided to up the minimum fine to
50,000nc. On top of this new fine racers could also have their
winnings taken from them in a new move to deter the races. If
the amount of prize money is known to the NCPD the perpe-
trators could face a fine for twice the prize money! This could
become very costly quite quickly as many of the races have
very high stakes and thus would imply that when a bike racer
gets caught in a 500,000nc race they’d have to pay out
1,000,000nc, which is surely enought to put anyone off. This
comes as a result of a recent spate of high speed accidents
that have been plaguing the races for the past couple of
months, as the speeds and cash prizes grew. It’s still not
known where the funding is being drawn from.

http://www.neocron.com
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A Copbots Beat : Part 3
They pulled their weapons from under their coats. Two of them, a
man and a woman, never even got to unholster their weapons. They
fell to the ground at the sound of COPbots pistols. Their bodies torn
apart by the impacting bullets and blood splattered over the rest of
the gang, who were quick to return fire.

Laser beams pierced the dark alley and cut into the
COPbots. One of the coppers apparently suffered quite an impact,
he was forced back as hit after hit
impacted on his external armor. The
other COPbot knelt down and kept firing
shots as unemotionaly as  only an
android could.

Some of the gang members
had taken cover, others just stood in the
open. Their size and posture told me
they were tanks, and they would not go
down easily and were not deterred by
the seeming calmness of their adver-
saries. They had allready taken several shots but they seemed more
than capable to continue the fight. 

A sudden explosion made me return my attention to the
other copper. I turned to him just in time to see him engulfed in
flames, falling to the ground. They were kicking the shit out of these
COPbots! And I was probably next in line. My eyes darted around,
looking for an escape route.

The remaining COPbot was still laying down fire, apparent-
ly oblivious to the demise of his partner. I could see that two other
gang members were out of action. This meant three of them
remained. The three tanks. The copper was starting to look in bad

shape. I could see several holes in his armor, some of which went
straight through his body.

Just as I expected him to go down, I saw plasma beams
streaming down the main street. I could not see the shooters, but the
tanks turned. They started to back away, shooting up the street.
"STORMbot presence identified" the copper said as he rose to his
feet and started to walk towards the main street and the retreating
gang.

I walked over to the fallen copper and looked at him. He
was charred, still burning and full of holes. Not a pretty sight. I snuck
up the street and looked at the unfolding shoot-out. From the right I
could see eight STORMbots forming a line, quickly approaching with
their guns blazing. To the left, I saw the remains of the gang. One of
them had fallen and was trying to get up. He got hit again and again
though and didn't have much of a chance. The others were still
backing off, now trying desperately to find a way out of their ever
worsening situation.

The STORMbots passed close by me, without any sign of
acknowledgment, though I knew they had every detail of the area
and its inhabitants under close observation.

They moved in perfect unity and fired with unnerving accu-
racy, every shot seemed to hit its intended target. Their guns varied,
the only common denominator was that they were truly BIG. These
guys were not playing around. The last two gang members went
down at almost the same time. The STORMbots were on top of them
as they fell to finish the job, point blank.

So, while I guess the COPbots are far from immortal one
thing is for certain. Should you mess with them, and should you
manage to take one down, their big brothers will come for
you. They will come and you will inevitably die. The sim-
plicity of it is magnificent. The certainty of it, absolute.

The Dark Sidet:Neocrons Underground

“He was
charred, still
burning and
full of holes”
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neocronicle
Mr    Says...
You Wanted A Bicycle, So
Start Peddling!

It's an infamous saying
that dates back to Latin and
Mediterranean history of the
1800's. What does it mean?

Well, it's a simple theory
really, you scream, you shout, you
push your trolley around, just
wanting that pushbike, then you
get it! What do you do when you
get it? Nothing! Absolutely
Nothing! Wrong answer!

You ask for that pushbike
so when u get it, you start ped-
dling! And peddle, like you've
never peddled before! Right
answer!

So why is Mr Z saying
this, well it's a bit like this! 

You've got the tools at
your disposal, use them!  You
have this fanzine to communicate
underground messages to your
brethren and the outside world
and and in grow the community,
communicate!

You have interstellar web
portals [you mean websites? -Ed],
you have ingame and out game
forums, make the most of them!
You have the power of the spoken
word, scream from the highest
mountain! You have competitions
from the various institutions, enter
them!

You are part of a commu-
nity, participate!

Z

NSA stock fell 15% after the announcement
of the successful hack into the City
Administration mainframe. Expect to fall lower
on the annoucement of another successful
attack.

All Pepper Park factions had an
average rise of 5.8% after that same
announcement. Sock X investors seem to
think that they somehow have the power to
control the hacker.

Diamond Real Estate again got
some serious hits after the violence aimed at
some of the graffiti contestants, fortunately
they announced big profit expectations, due to
a recent property boom. Overall they dropped
just 3%.

Biotech went down 18.3% after the
publishing of the scandal in our beloved
paper. Again expect further drops due to the
continued coverage of the scandal.

What's on in Neocron
Last week saw the annual C3 Expo
(Cybernetics, Computing & Chicks) held in
our very own Neocron City.

This event provided the first public
showing of BOOM 3, by legendary Od
Software.

The most notable achievment with
the new game is the ultra photo-realistic vir-
tual-reality rendering engine. This serves to
completely immerse the player in a totally
believable world.

All that were lucky enough to see
the new game in action were totally blown
away by the level of realism involved, one
passer by even commented “its almost
worth giving up your normal life to live in that
thing”.

Perhaps thats taking things a step
too far, but some of the hardcore gamers
may beg to differ.

Sticking with the gaming theme this
month, the Neocron Conference centre is
currently playing host to an exhibition of
computer games past, present and future.

Entitled “Game On”, the exhibit looks at
the progression of not only technology
through the ages but the rise of acceptabilty
into mainstream culture and the constant
argument of whether games can be consid-
ered an artform.

At the center of the exhibition is a com-
plete VR replica of Neocron city itself, com-
mission by the City Admin. A spokesperson
stated “We are thrilled that the exhibitors
chose Neocron to host this fascinating dis-
play of creativity and imagination, so we felt
it only fitting that we create something of our
own, and what better that a complete VR
walkthough of the city itself”.

The exhibition runs until the
end of September so you’ve got
plenty of time to check it out.

New possibilites are opening up at the
Neocron University. Since the first
Neocronicle went on the market the demand
for a course in journalism at the NU has been
tripled. To this end the NU board has decided
that from next year on, the students can follow
a specially tailored journalism course.

A spokesperson for the university
commented that “Its very encouraging that the
youth in this day and age want to go back to
traditional investigative journalism, and
Neocron city is the the perfect place for it”. We
couldn’t agree more, you only have to look
over these very pages to see that the city of
Neocron has its fair share of mystery and
intrigue.

STOCK X NEWS COULD YOU BE
WRITING THIS

mailto:edward.willey@cdv.de
http://www.neocron.com
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COMPETITION SPECIAL
So Close... Yet Not So Far, Pages 7 - 9   |   Winners, Pages 10 - 12

All the entries in this category are runners up and will recieve a NEOCRON T-Shirt
SO CLOSE... YET NOT SO FAR

I recently visited this future colony on Mars. When I came home
my friend took a picture of me. I have this picture of myself attached
to this mail. Its shows me on the outside of a car. But take a good,
long look at me. Do you want to end up like that? I think not. Now
I have once again come to my senses but this is my testi-
mony of how the climate of Mars changes you. So hear
my words, DONT COLONIZE MARS!

-Marcus

- Harlen "CrAsHOvErRiDe" Linke - Gary Poppelreiter

Bio of Darkfool the Thief - Skurvydawg

I am Darkfool, a thief, and hacker in training. One day I will be
among the best. Although I am still learning and hope to never
stop I love computers, they are my life. My world is inside the
box I call my computer, my implants are all to aid me in hack-
ing and stealth. I got the fuzz taping my conversations as we
speak so I cant tell you everything. I’m telling you this
because when I am great I know you will want to say you
talked to the true Darkfool even before he was the fool he is
today. I mask myself in shyness and amuse those around me,
while they laugh I rob them blind. My friends I stab in the
back, anything for money, anything for my next fix, my next
implant. Tthe world I live in is wild and crazy, the darkness
surrounds me. There are a thousand shades of darkness and
a thousand ways to see them. I know them all. For they are
mine own, but it is the light I am searching for, the light I must
find and I will not stop or die before I find the light, that is why
I am a hacker that is why I am searching for the secrets that
I know are out there. For the way of life I know, I can live, I
live to bring the man and his world crashing down I have tem-
porary allied but never had close friends... 

http://www.neocron.com
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Mars
by Soul

Red rocks covered with dust
Small colony with great hope

As pure as a ball of dust can be
A new beginning

- Francois Brosseau

- Adrian “AJ” Rose

http://www.neocron.com
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A Letter Home - Nabil Taif
TELECOM APPROVED BY NEOCRON: NC723
Life is really hard here on the Red Planet. Being in the military is not an easy task. At 0400Hrs we have to get up and complete our morn-
ing patrol. You see we do two-hour shifts. Split over four, two man patrols. Patrol Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta. Each patrol completes the
two-hour shift then returns to base with a full detailed summary of what we did and if anything happened. Patrols during the night are the
hardest. It is dark, cold and very strange. The feeling that we experience out here is very strange and hard to describe. But it is almost as
if we are continuously being watched. Sometimes we hear strange sounds, they sound like a person talking to you. But not as someone nor-
mally does. As though someone is talking in your ear, whispering if you wish. Navigating the area is also another problem. The terrain is
much different to that of Earth. We are aliens here. So far there have been no real scares. Although someone from 22 Paras was describ-
ing how he saw a green light appear over the moon crest (an area of land which we prefer not to go around, its land is shaped like a half-
moon) and how it felt as though the green light embedded him into this arid red desert. After perimeter shifts are over we begin to patrol the
main colony. Its all right I suppose, the streets are clean, and air is nice. But… I don't know, it feels as though we aren't meant to be here.
We finish patrolling at 1900Hrs. of which we then get the rest of the night off. We usually go down to the local pub, have a few pints of ruffter,
a really nice beer. The barman was telling me how they brew it out here. Comes from some kind of special rock. Only found in the moon
crest area. He was saying how the people who deliver the beer don't talk much. They also dress in dark clothing, very well spoken and are
clean-shaven every day. Reminds me a bit of our Gov spooks, these people are very strange also and only come to brief the Special Forces.
Well that's all I can write now. Hope to see you soon sweetie. I really miss you and Earth. P.S. how is the new job going? Don't forget to turn
on the plasma before you watch T.V, saves energy. And please don't forget that my Telecom number is AC556, not AD556.
Hope to see you soon.

Life on Mars - Poison_Sky2000
Red Terra II in the time of 500 years has been almost completely
consumed by voilent sandstorms. There are two sections to the
colony there is the upper colony and the lower colony, the lower is
sunken in the desert sands while the upper colony remains barely
phased by the storm and is still operational. The housing on Red
Terra II is mainly comprised of small domes which can house around
five people. They are coloured white and have a small archway on
one side linking to the outside world via an airlock. 

The city is surrounded by a perimiter fence, however in the
lower city it begins to deteriorate and becomes just another ruin in
the red sands of mars. The original gateway is still operational and
allows inhabitants to pass in and out of the city with little hassle.

In the distance when viewing from the upper colony a large
relay station is visible high up on a hill. While out of the city sits an
old outpost which once was a vehicle staging point for earth pioneer
explorers. It is here that you can aquire vehicles, but instead of the
tanks and hoverbikes of before the vehicles available are:
- Hoverbike’s and Hover truck‘s
- Anti-grav glider - (no weapons) & Anti-grav gunship - (weapons -
lasers and dual missle rack)
- Walker - initialy used to traverse the rough terrain of mars, this
vehicle has been taken under the knife and has had laser battery fit-
ted to its sholders. The battery consists of 2 light lasers for each arm
and 1 large laser which is fitted underneath the two light lasers. 

The enemies of mars could be the survivors of the apoca-
lypse who after hundreds of years have mutated into beasts with the
aid of the virus, the way that these monsters gain the nutrients they
need to live is buy burying themselves under the soil and sucking up
the little nutrients that remain, they would however like to make a
meal out of you. 

I am unsure of who would police the colony, people would
much rather get away from the copbots instead of facing up against
more. I have leant towards CityAdmin hired mercenaries who protect
the colonly, but with more leniency than the bot's. If you are commit-
ing a felony in the city they will open fire on you and if you are taken
alive you will be thrown into the desert outside the city with your
weapons and armor stripped, but you can still come into the city
again even though the mercs will keep an eye on you. They are very
strong and are equipped with a fusion powered shield unit so you
have to do non-effective damage to them before you can get to the
skilled mercenary beneath. They could also wear powerarmour but
thats up to you. 

This quest becomes available after a massive quest is
completed. The quest is to help NEXT construct a large gateway
(teleportation gate) which will link TerraII to Earth. I do not have very
many ideas on what this gateway mission will be made about or of
but that is a good way to go. 

Mars, Earth, 2002, 2750 and all the rest - Eline Bakker
Mars, 2750 (no, that's the year, not a phone-number, stupido!
Anyhow, we don't even HAVE phone-numbers anymore - you
should know that. Just remember,: It's the future, dude! We're far
far ahead of your cute little ancient traditions and techniques). 

Dear Eline (do I really have to call you "dear" if I don't
even know you? What a stupid little habit of your century). 

Mars is just a lovely planet today, you know. I've been liv-
ing here for my whole life - that would be 20 of your ancient earth-
years - and I quite like it. In 2728 the new owner of MARS® - candy
bars (S.Tupid) made an attempt to save his company from going
bankrupt and covered the whole Planet Mars in chocolate. What
was meant as an enormous publicity-stunt became soon a reason
for thousands of chocolate-lovers to emigrate to Mars. So did my
parents.

They met in 2729 when they were collecting chocolate
from a large chocolate-desert and soon decided to marry. After all
- what does a happy couple need apart from a shared love for
chocolate when living on a gigantic chocolate-covered planet?

Apart from that my mother didn't notice that she was preg-
nant until shortly before I was born - she thought that her belly
became so fat from all the chocolate. After my birth they barely
couldn't do anything apart from marrying. So they did.

I was born in 2730 - in January, if you want to know. As a
matter of a fact I wasn't a quite normal child. Until I was 10 I didn't
like chocolate - can you imagine THAT? By now I have learnt to
love it - and since there is plenty left on the planet's surface (you
just need to know where to look ;) I barely eat anything else at all.
Nobody needed teeth anymore after the first automatic chewing-
machines were invented in 2300 - and since then mankind mutat-
ed (perhaps it also had to do with the radioactive war in 2478,
caused by the American president's only child who was playing
with the old, discarded atom-bombs of his country and accidently
launched one upon China) and we don't even HAVE teeth any-
more.

As a result, chocolate can't harm them any longer - so we
can eat as much of it as we can - and who wouldn't?

I'm sorry I can't fullfill your request of sending you a pho-
tograph. By the way, what IS a photograph? I studied some ancient
dictionaries, but I didn't find it, the word must not been used for
more than 500 years! How fascinating! Would you care to explain?
Anyhow, I sure can describe my daily life, like you did in your last
email.

The first thing I do in the morning is stand up. I guess
that's the only thing the two of us have in common. At night I sleep
in a rather large bathtube of warm water - the latest inven-
tion for regenerating as efficiently as possible.
(Click here to read the full story)
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All winners will recieve a NEOCRON T-Shirt, Beany Hat and Shoulder Bag.
THE WINNERS

- Jonas “enchi” Herdt

The Pioneer - Dániel “Quill” Stocker

Now it's purple clouds on the skies of scarlet, 
All I see is red rocks on the endless plain. 

But I feel the heat of sunbeams through my screen, 
I can smell the scent of the ground. 

I can touch the Life throb beneath my sole. 
Where I stand... 

Two feet met the Mars.

also

Deimos.mp3
(click above to download)

Mars By Anarchon.mp3
by Anarchon

(click above to download)

Our Mechanical Hearts.mp3
by Martin Alv

(click above to download)

Sounds of Life on Mars.mp3
by Adam Corvin

(click above to download)
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http://www.minicombat.com/files/soundsoflifeonmars.mp3
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The Drug by Bea Reuschling
"Do you have it?"
"Sure. Here.." I gave the ampulla with natraditoxin to my boyfriend. He walked fast to the desk where he had prepared the injections utility
for his next instant flash of this damned drug. He set an injection to his left forearm. First there was big pain in his face then he relaxed and
started to show big relief. I hated these moments.

Natraditoxin, a drug being brought to us from Mars. It was more than a year ago that the first colony shuttle had reached Red Terra
2 on Mars. The people began to explore the planet fast, found new resources and new drugs for earth. One of these drugs was Natraditoxin.

Natraditoxin was only a by-product of two other useful drugs. These two drugs are called Trihistoamid and Betapentasulfonoxid. In
the meantime these two drugs belonged to the most important export goods from Mars. It was easier to only  export the drug on its own as
the drug  was totaly manifactured on Mars.

The drugs were extracted from slime mould. They found the mould in a cave where they hoped to find new mineral resources. First
they thought that the slime mould can only live anerobe and can't survive on air. But they had learned that the mould will survive in an air
environment and will grow best on iron-contained metal. This has caused some bad accidents as the mould coroded some important min-
ery machines. The mould secreted red juice and spores. The spores were lethal to humans. You will breathe in the spores and as an iron-
based lifeform the mould will happily grow in your lung until you die. 
This was big danger for the colonists and many people died because of this. If they didn't find a way to filter off the spores soon the govern-
ment on earth would give up the colony...

After the filters were installed in the whole colony nobody was interested in the mould for a long time. There were incidents because
of some none-working filters, but nobody cared about the mould again. Until the day another incident happened. After they had removed the
dead a special team entered the contaminated room to clean the room. The teams wore only breathing apparatus and gloves. That was
enough saftey because only the spores were deadly. But one of them was careless and got in direct contact with the red juice of the mould.
Afraid of the trouble the team concealed the incident from the administrative board. 

The man who was contaminated showed symptoms of the Neubauer-Syndrom. The Neubauer-Syndrom was a legacy of the ceres
wars. All people of Neocron had  to vaccinate against most epidemics of the ceres wars but some were still infected. The Neubauer-Syndrom
was a slow and painfully disease. Your joints were always inflamed and your muscles would decrease slowly until you die. After contact with
the juice of the mould the man felt a bit relieved from his pain. First he was not sure if the relief was a result of the contact. But as a mem-
ber of the cleaning team there was no problem for him to get more juice. He made a self-therapy with the juice and his pains have vanished.

Colleagues of the man who had similar problems asked  him how he got rid of his pain. After he gave his secret away a good work-
ing market with the juice was born. But the administrative board didn't sleep. When they heard about the red miracle they started a study
about the juice.
(Click here to continue “The Drug”), (Click here to read “Mars Mission”), (Click here to read “First Time”)

The City of Red Terra2 - John “Short-Dude” Pembleton
Greetings fellow travelers, and  welcome to the peaceful and tranquil city of Red Terra2..

Life in the early years of Mars was hostile in the extreme but we survived and made our mark on this barren lifeless rock called
Mars...This was possible by the brave pioneers who created vast terraforming machines, but all perished by the virus created by the
Gabanium. We adapted the terraforming machines and created an oasis or a garden of Eden if you will and Called it Red Terra2.Although
the barren wastes of Mars still exist we built our city on the ruins of the old colony and made it a shinning example of what Earth could have
been, even though the virus still lurks in the wastes of mars and mutated many times over to create strange and hostile creatures we call
Gabans(after Gabanium, which was used to create a breathable atmosphere).

The city is run by the wise and fair Council of 12 (6 normals and 6 Psi's), who have managed to extinguish the ugly face of crime
to make our streets safe and our air clean and fresh. Law and order is enforced by the Psi-Squads, which is  run by the council.These brave
people protect us from the mutants and gangs of terrorists that exist in the wastes of Mars who wish to soil our peaceful existence. 

On a brighter note our city has lots to offer anyone who wishes to live in our heaven. Why not visit the Halls of Valence where you
can drink eat and listen to soft and tranquil music, there are in fact many other places for this very purpose as we try to enrich every ones
lives who live here. We also have a thriving industry, craft shops and traders of all kinds including a huge market place in the centre of the
Craft District.

Guns are not permitted in the city but we allow them on the outlying areas for your own protection of course.
We hope you enjoy Red Terra2 and have a nice stay...

The Voice of Freedom - John “Short-Dude” Pembleton
Let me explain, I am Jeran and leader of the organisation known as Red Freedom. The peace of Red Terra2 is an illusion created by the
Psi's of the council to control our lives, and oh yes the council is equally split (half Psi, half normal) but the normals are just puppets on a
string, controlled by the Psi's.

Have you ever wondered what happens to the people who voice their opinion about the council, they disappear taken by the Psi-
Squads and all knowledge of their existence is wiped clean.

But no more will we stand for this charade, some of us have learnt to withstand their powers and see them as they truly are....
Monsters

We live in the under ground complex that was once the old colony, life is by no means easy here and we struggle to survive but
we have freedom  and one day we will bring Freedom to Red Terra2.

The council have hidden many things from us like the existence of  ancient alien cities which lay abandoned in the bowels of mars,
our recon teams have uncovered these strange writings:-

MAY THE  LIGHT GUIDE  US  ALL

Who knows one day they may return to aid us in our struggle against the council, and the bands of virus infested mutants that
inhabit the wastelands of mars...

http://www.neocron.com
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Want To Contribute?...
Thanks as ever go out to www.neocrononline.com, www.neocroncentral.com and www.neocronmatch.com for gen-

erally promoting the fanzine and helping out whereever possible.
Anyone wishing to contribute to NeoCronicle #4 should send submissions to edward.willey@cdv.de, you’ve seen

what we do, so get writing! Deadline for issue 4 submissions will be announced on the Community Forum, also if you are
interested in becoming the future editor of the NeoCronicle drop me a line at the above address.

-Smirnoff (NeoCronicle Editor)

neocronicle
Life On Mars by Kirk “LordPest” Haddow

It was an odd start to a seemingly good day.  I awoke in my bio chamber that morning to hear my favorite band on the radio, and
moments later I heard an ad for a position at the Red Terra II Mars colony, they were looking for a humanoid who was skilled at Alpha web
design.  This caught me ears right away, so I jumped up and got my lucky palm pilot, and wrote the nano number down.  I then went on with
my jobless routine of sitting around watching hollow T.V. wishing I had a job.  When all of the sudden a strange thing happen.  It had only
been a few minutes since I heard the ad about the Alpha web design position on the radio, but I was now seeing it on my hallow T.V. view
display.  At this point I was wondering about all those problems I was hearing about, with the copbot's and dangerous dictators, and weath-
er or not I should even consider.  I decided that my life wasn't going any ware anyway, so I grabbed my lucky palm pilot, found the nano
number, walked over to my hallow phone, and dialed the number.

It took a little over 2 nano minutes to satellite hop the call to mars, but it was 2 nano minutes well spent.  A nice looking women
answered the call, with the snappy catch phrase "Thank you for your interest in Red Terra II, how may I help you".  At this point, I couldn't
get my words straight, and was just starring at her.  She knew I was stunned, which is why I think she didn't disconnect me, but it lasted a
few nano minutes.  Once I got over it, and was able to speak again I said as politely as I could, "Sorry about that, but I am interested in the
Alpha web designer spot". She asked for a sample of my work and gave me a hallow number to upload my resume to.  I could tell she was
impressed by my work, as when she saw my work, her mouth dropped with amazement.  She then said, "Your work is very good, but in
good sportsmanship I will have to make you wait a couple of days and review your resume, oh and I need your personal nano number".
Once I was done with the call, I went back to my hallow T.V. and watched the news.

A few days later, at around mid day, I was getting ready to have my afternoon meal, when my hollow phone rang; it was her, the
girl from Red Terra II.  She proceeded to explain what they would need, and to inform me that the position will require me to relocate to Red
Terra II.  The benefits were awesome!  A 100,000 dollar credit to the first bank of Red Terra II, and a very nice domicile, not to mention, an
office of my own, as lead Alpha web designer; the hours would be long and hard, and on occasion may call me on field calls.  I was so excit-
ed I accepted.  I was given a nano date to be at the Hyper-Space travel station to depart to Red Terra II and get settled with my new life on
Red Terra II, I guess the only down point to this job, is I would not be able to bring all of my personal possessions, but with 100,000 dollar's
in Red Terra II credits waiting for me at the First Bank Of Red Terra II, not to mention a 250,000 credit salary a year, I would have more then
enough to regain what I would have to leave behind.
(Click here to read the full story)

The Memoirs Of a Marsian - Martin Hultberg
Hey there. My name is Trip. I’m an environmental engineer in the service of Red Terra 2. Just like most others here I originally

come from Neocron, you know, that big radiated city back on earth. I ended up here during the great exodus for Irata III. The ship I was
on suffered an engine failure and we were forced to do an emergency landing here on Mars. With our ship out of action we were forced to
settle here, which wasn’t all to bad. Its much better than back at Earth, that is for sure. 

I live in a small apartment in one of the Rim domes. The Rim is the outer circle of domes, the ones furthest away from the center
of the colony. I got a good view of one of the many canyons and I can even see the other side of it on a good day. I work with air-purifica-
tion, maintaining the great machines that create a breathable atmosphere for us inside the domes. If you feel Neocron was cramped, wait
till you get to Mars. While the domes are transparent, you still live in an enclosed space. Luckily, we are used to it. Some people can’t
handle it and they go bonkers, and that is what they are called to, Bonkers. The administration catches most of them and puts them in
asylums but several have avoided capture and taken to the Tunnels. The Tunnels run under the domes and are used mainly for mainte-
nance. Now any tech going down there needs guarded escort though or the Bonkers will make sure he never comes up again. Personally
I never have to go down there, but I do carry a weapon. We are not allowed to have ranged weapons inside the domes, for obvious rea-
sons, so instead our armory has excelled in melee weapons. I own a Phase Stunner Mark II myself. I have only had to use it a couple of
times though, mainly against the spiders. These spiders are one of the few BAD things we kept when leaving Neocron. Apparently some
idiot had brought spider eggs with him, for some reason. Naturally these spiders got away and now you can find them in most of the
domes. The guards do their best to keep them at bay so you really only find them in closed off areas. They can still be a pain for us that
have to go in to such areas and work though.

One of my hobbies is to explore the surface. I have a side job as a Survey Observer with one of the corporations. This means I
explore different sectors and note down anything of value. I bring back rock samples, photograph interesting sites and mark areas for
mining. Then, a couple of days later, a mining rig pulls in and starts hammering away for ore. These rigs are impressive you know. I am
quite sure that they are bigger than any land vehicle you ever saw back home. They are crewed by about twenty people and totally self
contained. The miners actually live in the rigs. Occasionally on my trips I come across remains of the Old ones, the first settlers. They
died from some virus I have been told so we still find some of their gear intact. Most of it must be handed over, but I have managed to 
sneak away a couple of trinkets. A friend of mine even kept an entire car for himself. He has it hidden in a small cave and uses it for his
survey missions. Whenever we find a stiffy, a dead guy, we strip him of his gear and take DNA samples. Then we bury the stiff in shallow
graves which we mark. Our scientists then analyse the equipment and the samples. I don’t know what they are looking for but I am sure it
is important.
(Click here to read the full story)
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